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AUTUMN NEWS 2013
With the onset of Autumn, a new season, new chapter and new
opportunities spring to mind. The evenings are drawing in, the shadows
lengthening and the outdoor palette of colours assumes a rustic charm.
There is a chill in the air, the leaves are beginning to turn and fall, orchards
and hedgerows are bursting with masses of vibrant fruit and the wasps and
wildlife are feasting on windfalls. There is still much to be done before our
gardens are put to rest for the winter.
As the Autumnal foliage dies down, empty spaces are revealed and we hope
you will consider opportunities to create a new focal point or the need for a
new feature, statue or seating in your garden. Whilst at the end of the year
the garden may appear bare, this can also be a good moment for garden
statuary to come into its own and create a presence.
Here at Jardinique we continue “in search of the unique” on your behalf. We
recall the best sellers of the year, especially bird baths and stone troughs,
and carry on our quest to find new and exciting stock at reasonable prices.
We continue to trust our instincts. Generally if we like something, we
know you will too. Only last week a beautiful, traditional, well weathered
stone trough arrived. Its proportions were good, it was pleasing to the eye,
and yes the next day it sold!
We thank you for your continued support and welcome your requests for
advice and your feedback. Please keep an eye on our changing stock at
www.jardinique.co.uk and kindly note that we post our flexible opening
times weekly. Do please ensure you take a look before making a journey to
visit us. We look forward to keeping in touch with you. Ed and Sarah Neish.
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